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Since its inception in 1990, PT Expo China (PTEXPO) has been successfully held for 30 years. As a major annual event 
for the ICT  industry with national support, PTEXPO is dedicated to high-quality development, aims to create a global 
brand for the industry and the country, and strives to build a comprehensive stage with the prestige and influence of 
the national platform for the exhibitions, exchange, cooperation and sharing of the industry. As the weathervane, 
amplifier and booster for the ICT industry, PTEXPO actively publicizes national strategies, showcases new ICT achieve-
ments, promotes the release of new industry initiatives, leads and envisions the future of the industry, so as to help the 
regional development of the industry, promote the global ICT exchange and cooperation, spur the integration of the 
next-generation ICT and the real economy, and leverage the role the ICT industry plays in the digital transformation of 
countless industries.

EXHIBIT PROFILES

PTEXPO2022

Exhibition & Presentation
It is the only comprehensive tradeshow hosted by 
China’s Ministry of Industry and Information 
Technology for the ICT industry and an exhibition 
platform with national support.

Conference & Forum
Enable cross-industry integration and in-person 
exchange with leaders from various industries and 
sectors, and set the direction for the entire industry.

Case Collection & Compilation
Promote innovative products and services for broad 
recognition, collect outstanding application cases, 
and assist the commercialization transition of 
technology.

Effective Matchmaking
Conduct diversified pairing services and matchmak-
ing events to efficiently match suppliers with the 
needs of businesses during and after the tradeshow.

Influential Release
Leverage its industry-leading position to release 
industry standards, white papers and industry 
reports to forecast development trends.

High-caliber Participation
Participants include government delegations, 
members of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and 
Chinese Academy of Engineering, industry leaders 
and experts, and live coverage is conducted by state 
and industry media outlets.

Digital Infrastructure: 5G, 6G, Gigabit Passive Optical Network, IPv6, mobile IoT, satellite communications, data centers, industrial Internet, 
and Internet of Vehicles, among others

Digital Technologies: optical communication, high-frequency communications, 5G enhancement, 6G, quantum communications, AI, 
cloud-native applications, blockchain, digital twin, VR, peak emissions and carbon neutrality, among others

Digital Applications: cloud gaming, cloud VR, 4K/8K, information accessibility, 5G-based industrial Internet, industrial apps, smart education, 
smart healthcare, smart cultural tourism, among others

Digital Governance: new smart cities, critical information infrastructure security, network and data security, emergency communications, 
cross-border data flow, security industry, among others

Digital Economy: digital trade, digital villages, industrial Internet, data transaction and circulation,
 regional digital economy innovation demonstration, among others

Digital Terminals: 5G VR/AR headsets, industrial robots, smart wearable devices, smart cars, smart homes, smart terminals, chips, among others



Aim to lead technological innovation, increase 
the market shares of products, and promote the 
improvement of industrial standards.

Facilitate and promote the exchange and 
cooperation among high-quality, technological-
ly advanced small and medium-sized enterpris-
es.

Incorporate ICT into industrial manufacturing, 
with comprehensive network upgrades and full 
connectivity to help start a new phase of 
industrial development.

Support the exchange of quantum computing 
technology, explore the needs and scenarios of 
quantum computing applications, and promote 
the industry-university research collaboration.

Present the results of green energy-saving 
transformation of new information infrastruc-
ture such as 5G base stations and data centers.

Featured Special Exhibitions

ICT China 2022 High-level Forum

PTEXPO2022

“Bloom Cup” 5G Applications Quantum Computing Peak Emissions & Carbon Neutrality

Industrial Internet Emergency Communications “Little Giants”—High-quality SMEs

5G
6G

Dual Gigabit Network

AI
Blockchain

Industrial Internet

Digital Twin

HF Communication
Innovative Application of
Information Technology5G Message

Information Accessibility

New Retailing

WIT-MED

Quantum Technology

Digital Energy Saving and Emission Reduction

Cyber Security

Data Centre

Information Security

Data Security Emergency Communication

SATCOM

Smart Home

With a focus on 5G applications, use the 
approach of Exhibition + Experience + Forum to 
showcase the new 5G applications, markets, and 
landscapes.



Industry Professionals and Organizations 
Precise Matchmaking 

How to Participate?

Submit Inquiry Online 

Contact us to learn more about exhibition, conference, sponsorship or becoming a partner:

dinghuiqun@ptac.com.cn | （010）66428821
liyp@ptac.com.cn  | （010） 66426291
zhangchenxi-zl@ptac.com.cn | （010）66417516

Hall E1-E4/Conference C
Package Booth（9㎡）
USD $5700

Raw Space(36㎡ minimum)
USD $525/㎡

Package Booth（9㎡）
USD $4000

Raw Space(36㎡ minimum)
USD $400/㎡

 Hall 5A/B-Hall 6A/B

Multi-channel targeted invitations: 

Exhibition & Sponsorship

Invitations will be sent directly to more than 200,000 potential buyers, targeting dozens of 
key vertical application areas as well as major high-tech, IoT and AI parks nationwide.

Government delegations, experts and application industry groups:
With the strong support of China’s governing authorities, invitations will be sent nationwide to the 
heads of provinces and municipalities as well as relevant government departments and agencies at 
various levels. The previous events attracted more than 70 local government delegations and 
more than 100 delegations from enterprises and organizations.

Comprehensive coverage with integrated marketing & communications:
Comprehensive promotion and circulation will be carried out through traditional and new media, joint 
recommendation will be made by industry associations and influential institutions of science and 
technology, and live reporting will be conducted by major domestic and foreign media outlets. Previ-
ous events were covered by more than 3,000 Chinese and foreign media outlets.

Designated areas covering the entire industry chain as well as various forms of on-site advertising and 
sponsorship will enable your company to stand out, quickly find business partners, and reach target 
customers directly, with incredible results.

www.ptexpo.com.cn

Scan to follow
our WeChat 

PTEXPO2022


